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LEFT TO RIGHT—William Perry, President; Vernon Flanders, Herbert Gibson, Vice President; Prof.
Venton,, Class Advisor; Paul Matis, Merlin Groff, Donald Smith, Leo Walrath.
BOTTOM ROW—Carolyn Clarke, Geraldine Rocke feller, Elnora Haak, Catherine Robinson, Hazel
Gray, Secretary-Treasurer; Madeline Howe, Marian Lull, Stasia Failing, Loraine Ficken, Elizabeth
MacWethy.
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Reviewed by Miss Margaret Wagner and
Miss Elizabeth MacWethy.
This past year has been a very
active one in the history of the
Junior Class. At the beginning of
the year we held a cotillion dance
in the new High School auditorium. This was very successful, being patronized by out of town people as well as the St. Johnsville
citi/.ens and students.
Later in the year we began publishing a quarterly maga?ine called the Monitor. This was published for the purpose of raising money to make a trip to Washington
the following year. It was a great
asset toward appropriating the
fund toward the trip.

Compliments of

In March we held a food sale
made a profit of over $25.00 to
which we owe to the kindness of
the villagers.
Now we are publishing the Monitor in the form of an annual called
"The Purple and the Gold," the
first year book ever published in
the school.
The school year of 1926-27 has
been a siiccess to our class in every
way. We are hoping to even better our record next year. We would
be glad to hear comments on the
first year book.

Compliments of

First National

RAW AND FINISHED MILK
PRODUCTS

THE SOPHMORE CLASS

TOP ROW—Ruth Shaut, Dorothy Folmsbee, Maria Clarke, Wilma Reardon, Leta Kopp,
Louise Ryder, Velma Jones, Alice Smith, Helen Hill, Margaret Steiruburg, Catherine
Walsh, Elsie laccubucci.
LOWER ROW—Richard Snell, Clark Burkdorf, Milo Case, Daniel Sullivan, Harold
Loucks, George Kornlbrust, Joseph Ashley, Thomas Waters, John Crocker, David
Stanton, Carl Crocker, Ward Klock, Wm. Wock, John Cairns, Kurt Maier.
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The year of 1926-27 reviewed by
JOSEPH M ASHLEY

Class Roll
Joseph M. Ashley
Thomas M. Waters
Richard Snell
George Kornbrust
Walter Jeffers
Clark Burkdorf
Harold E. Loucks
Helen Hill
Kurt Maier
Daniel Sullivan
John Crocker
Car] Crocker
Elsie lacabucci
Alice Smith
Maria Clarke
Margaret Steinburg
Ruth Shaut
John Cairns
David J. Stanton
Louise Ryder
Catherine Walsh
Leta Kopp
Francis Robinson
William Wock
Wilma Rear don
Velma Jones

The school year of 1926-27 was
a huge success for the Sophomore

class. We leave a record that the
Sophomore class of next year will
have a hard time equalling. The
season was successful scholastically, socially and financially. During
the early fall, soon after the organizing of the class we enjoyed a
frankfort roast, long to be remembered by the class as a real good
time, with the weather man shinning his face favorably on us.
The next social event sponsored
by the class came early in March, a
sleigh ride to Fort Plain, featured
by a large, enthusiastic crowd. We
had some "snappy" chaperones,
didn't we Spot!
Our class was well represented
on the athletic field as we furnished two men for the foot ball squad,
one for the Varsity basket ball
team and four on the base ball
team.
Early spring found the class
working hard to make a successful
food sale. We were well rewarded
for our work realizing a considerable profit.
The school season of 1926-27 can
be defined as an all around benefit
and success to the Sophomore class.
We worked and succeeded.
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THE FRESHMAN CLASS

FIRST ROW—Phylis Furbeek, Margaret Bierman, Julia Beare, Mae Baum, Marian
Smith, Clara Kretser, Ada Crouse, Ida Waters, Clara Kretser, Viola Grouse, Doris
Saltsman, Constance Miller, Lillian Hilla brandt, Catherine Glaus., Lulu Rowland,
Ruth Furbeck.
SECOND ROW—Loretta Reese, Evelyn Sal tsman, Florence Gray, Ida Salisbury, Margaret demons, Gertrude Glenar, Frances demons, Dorothy O'Brien.
FRONT ROW—Arnold Mosher, Richard Van Slyke, James Cook, Floyd Finch, George
Matis, Rex Stanton, Kenneth Failing, Ralph Weir, Cecil Smith, Edmund Dockerty,
Ralph Saltsman, Donald Nellis.
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FRESHMEN

Chronicles of the Freshmen
By Ralph Weir
The past school year has not held
much activity for the Freshman
class. There was such a lack of interest that the class was not organized until November, when
some enterprising member asked to
have a meeting called for this purpose.
At this meeting the officers for
the year were elected as follows:
President, Miss Ada Grouse; secretary and treasurer, Miss Dorothy
O'Brien; faculty advisor, Miss
Margaret Crandall. Female executives seem to be the style for not
one representative of the boys appears on the list. Dues were fixed
at 10 cents per month to be paid at
the first meeting of each month,
but by the treasurer's report it ap-

pears that several members were
without calendars. Meetings were
schedule'd to be held on the first
and third Tuesdays of each month,
but only five or six were held all
year.
Rings were bought early in January through the local jeweler Mr.
Taubman at $1.25 each.
The only social event of the term
was held late in February when the
class enjoyed a sleighride to Fort
Plain and back, with the Misses
Wells, Crandall and Hapgood as
chaperones. A show was attended
and a luncheon had afterwards.
Such has been the Freshman
year, not very lively it is true, but
interesting and studious. We hope
to better ourselves as Sophomores,
and so must wait until next September.

SHOES
For Men, Boys, Women and Children

Compliments of

Compliments of

Dr. C. A,
DENTIST

30

rocenes
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LITERARY
SENIOR
The Economic Value of the Excuse
Written by E. Arthur Robinson
as partial fulfillment of the requirements of English IV.
St. Johnsville High School
May, 1927
There are many virtues which
characterize the successful man;
an equal number of detracting
traits point out the failure. We
find the most universal trademark
of the latter to be the excuse.
The excuse is a worthless substitute for something of real value.
It is worthless both to the one who
gives and the one who receives. It
is, in fact, more detrimental to the
giver than to the receiver. The
latter suffers a loss only of some
material value. To the giver, it
means a loss of practice in his profession, his means of livelihood. He
is deprived of the respect of others
and of himself; and> lastly, he loses
the power of forcing himself to
work, of putting forth his best efforts when his every resource is
needed to carry through some project.
The excuse is especially harmful
to the pupil in early school life. He
is then busily engaged in acquiring
habits for life; the excuse habit is
easy to learn and hard to forget.
The pupil, then, should be particularly careful to avoid its snares,
and so remain free from its ever
deepening influence.
The older student, preparing for
his life work, learning the foundation and rudiments of the profession by which he intends to gain
his living, meets the excuse at a
critical time, for it offers to him an

ESSAYS
easy and plausible way to leave the
lesson unlearned, and, if he does
not secure a sufficient knowledge
of the basis and foundation of his
work, how can be expect to climb
higher through its opportunities'?
Therefore, that person who*, tired
or lav.y, refuses to work or pay the
price of fitting himself for his profession, but perfers to substitute
for himself and the fruit of honest
efforts some apology or plausible
reason for his lack, is merely taking the excuse as the shield behind
which he may follow the path of
failure.
To the young man entering business, the excuse early presents its
inducement and opportunity for
downfall. Marking the gateway to
the path of least resistance, it
stands ready to turn him from the
toil and honest effort that leads to
success. It teaches him to cheat
his employer, and accustoms him to
expect of the world something for
nothing. His money, easily obtainable, is quickly spent. He finds
his energy undermined, loses interest in his work, forgets the goal of
his ambitions, and then passes into
that great labyrinth of failures
and wrecks of human lives.
In considering the various applications of the excuse in business
and professional life, we note the
large part which religion and morality play in that sphere. The honest merchant is nearly always the
one who succeeds in the end; the
business man who can be trusted
is the one who draws the largest
trade. People prefer to deal with
the influential men of the community, and influence is only obtained
by pure, honest, straightforward
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living. Therefore, let those who
would succeed in business, guard
against their need of excuse which
results from a lack of honesty and
fair dealings with their fellow men.
Success in any line of work
should not be measured merely
by the results attained by the
work; for the true unit of success
is more correctly found in the ratio of the worker's achievements
to his original capacity. Even
when the world considers a man
successful, if he finds it necessary
mentally to excuse his accomplishments, in relation to that which he
had ability to achieve, he will
know that he has not measured up
to the success offered by his opportunity. We truly succeed only
when we arrive at the height of the
accomplishments within our abili

ty.
The chief attribute necessary in
escaping the habit of the excuse is
will power. Oieorge Washington,
referring to his Proclamation of
Neutrality in the French Revolution of 1793, wrote, "After a delib-

erate examination, with the aid of
the best lights I could obtain, I was
well satisfied that our country was
bound, in duty and interest, to take
a neutral position. Having taken
it, I determined, as far as should
depend on me to maintain it with
moderation, perseverance and
firmness." Washington, the first
leader of our country, realized the
necessity of will power in gaining
success along any line of work.
Without it, we are continually
forced to. turn from one plan to another, resulting in no concentrated
action to lead us toward success.
Let us, then, following Washington's example first, with the aid of
all examination and deliberation,
determine the course of action most
advantageous for our work or profession, and then, entering our
pathway of life, hold to that course
"with moderation, perseverance,
and firmness.'' Thus, and only
thus, may we escape the numerous
pitfalls set for the unwary by the
ever ready excuse.

Compliments of

Compliments of

Inum Mills, Jnr.
St. Johnsville, New York
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LITERARY
Junior Essays
By Win. H. Perry
"SLUMS
Written by William Perry as
partial fulfillment of the requirements of English IV.
St. Johnsville High School,
May, 1927
Slums—the word itself breathes
of mystery and romance; mystery,
black and foreboding, romance,
beautiful and alluring, beckoning
adventure seekers and repelling
the less romantic; and every dark
alley and secluded corner hints of
evil; where every oriental tapestry
is itself a counterpart of the mystic east, spilling its subtle charm of
poignant fragrance to lend the air
its alluring presence. The slums
of Chinatown where the occidentals sway their power, the slums
of Greater New York where every
known tongue is spoken, both give
to the world the element of criminal instinct that sends so many
mortals to the doors of the waiting
prisons.
Every thriving city has its Eden
of Morpheus, its dives and resorts
where the dope traffic is carried on
without restriction; whero the
dregs of humanity gather to eke
out their last bit of stimulated
pleasure from the narcotics to
which they are addicted, and which
if kept from them, would cut short
their hapless existence. It is with
this phase of life in the slum that
I will first deal in this script, giving to the reader such information
as I have been able to gather from
people with whom I have mixed
during my life, and from such records as are available to me.
Probably the most widely used

narcotic is opium, a product of the
poppy petal and the most deadly
of drugs. It has a tendency to
numb the mind of its addicts and
create all kinds of illusions which
appeal to the weak minds of its
slaves, for they are of a mentality
who have been deranged slightly
by some great sorrow that has
come into their lives, and in an effort to forget their past they too
are lost.
To discuss the methods of the
celestials in ministering their dope,
we will start with the 'hop joint,'
as such places are termed. As a
rule one of these places is conducted by a Chinaman in a partitionedoff part of his place of business,
well camouflaged and barricaded
against police raids. On three
sides of the room, usually four
deep, are the bunks on which the
addicts recline while under the
spell of the drug. They are well
shielded from view by the oriental
hangings and figured tapestries of
silk. The only light is afforded by
a small lamp swinging over a table in the center of the room. On
the table are the tools of the trade,
a few long stemmed pipes with
wooden bowls, a box of opium
cubes, and a feebly glowing taper
from which the attendants light
the pipes.
The attendants, long fingered,
silent eyed, yellow skinned Chinese
are drifting here and there over
the soft, deep rugs, ministering to
their victims. To add to the oriental effect of the scene a Chinese
girl, dressed in flowing silk robes
of belching dragons and flaming
suns, is sitting on a mat of grass
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fingering' a lyre whose drowsy rnusic adds to the enchanting effect
of the drug.
On a closer inspection of the
bunks we see the different types of
addicts. In one bunk is a girl,
young but one whose beauty is
marred by the ugly blotches which
cover her skin, while the puffy eyelids that hide the once pretty eyes
only add to the gruesome appearance which she presents in her
present state. Leaving her to her
fate we glance into the next bunk
where we see the typical underworld gangster, he whose mind
has become so distorted and whose
heart is so hardened by the incessant use of narcotics that he has no
compunction, no scruples, merely a
craving that can never be fully satisfied. Glancing into the other
bunks we see an occasional Jap or
Chink, or maybe a thrill seeker
who is taking his first pipe, the beginning of the end.
Should we pity those people?
In America we have laws restricting the use of these drugs, opium
and morphine, but in the districts
of Chinatown and Greater New
York very little progress is made
in breaking up the money rings
that promote the traffic.
Another characteristic of the
slum of both Chinatown, New York
and Chinatown, San Francisco, are
the frequent outbreaks amongst
the Chinese, a sort of civil strife
called the War of the Tongs. Evidently the participants in these
broils are instructed from some
main quarter in either the United
States or China. It was coincidental that the most recent Tong war
should break out in Shanghai, San
Francisco and New York, on the
same night that the Cantonese rebels of China drove the foreigners
of their cities out, under protection
of the American guns on the Yangtze Squadron. Whether this was
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deliberately planned or not we do
not know. However, we do know
that the Nation of China has either
overestimated their power or under estimated American Supremacy.
What a Tong war really is is not
definitely known. It seems that
there are two classes of Chinese
who differ in religious and social
beliefs and are continually battling
amongst themselves. The Chinese
are a very backward class of people who still adhere to idol worship
and mummery, so consequently
they are a* bad lot to stir up.
We will forget Chinatown for a
while and journey to the East Side,
the root of the underworld. New
York's East Side is a veritable oasis for all of the nondescript and
less fortunate of humanity of that
great city and of the state. It
consists of stuffy tenement houses
and ramshackle dwellings where
we may glimpse life in the raw. A
glimpse at the tenement house and
police census of 1900 will give the
reader some idea of the congestion
and of tne depraving conditions before the commissions did away
with the old double decker type of
tenement. In Greater New York
there were 82,000 tenements and
two-thirds of nearly four millions
of people liven in them. The police census of 1900 for a block
bounded by Stanton, Houston, Attorney and Ridge streets was: Population, 2609, which averaged 1894
people 'to the acre. Sixty-seventh
and Ninth and Eleventh avenues
had a population of more than
three thousand each.
These records will give the reader only a vague conception of the
miserable existence which people
were suffered to tolerate in the
slums, so short a time ago. How
could the virtues or good in any
man or woman find its way to the
top, or be given a chance to materA
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ialize in such an oppressive atmosphere and environment.
Mrs. Quackenbush, a friend of
mine, has told me about a very
striking scene of which she was a
witness on a visit to the slums some
twenty years ago. She and other
members of her party had been observing some of the mo>re remote
sections of the slums but, with
nightfall, were taken to one of the
typical underworld resorts by their
guide, a cellar dive on Stanton
street where the flowing wine and
laughing women of Phryne, held
sway.
At an old piano in a roped off
corner of the saloon-dance hall sat
a haggard looking young man,
blond of hair and slim of body, who
was tinkling away on the yellowed
ivory of the music box. He was
clothed almost completely in black,
a long coat of black and shiny material, now wrinkled from use,
hung limply, like a funeral pall,
from his well formed shoulders,
while pants of the same material
Avent to match his coat. The only
glimpse of white upon him was
the tattered remnants of a circular
collar Avhich adorned his throat.
On inquiry it was learned that he
Lad been a clergyman in one of
New York's greatest cathedrals,
but strong drink had claimed him
as her own arid he had fled in disgrace to the underworld to waste
away his manhood.
Mrs. Quackenbush says: "I asked o-ur guide what the man did for
a living here. He told me that, at
a certain time every night the man
sang and played the piano. He
told me that the man had a wonderful voice. I decided to wait and
hear him sing because it was already quite late. Around the hour
of nine all began to grow hushed in
the hall. Even the dancers found
chairs and settled into respectful
silence for the coming scene. The

man was still tinkling drowsily on
the keys and the clink of glasses
had died upon the air. Suddenly
the man began to play and I must
say that never before or since have
I heard such wonderful music. The
man was a genius.
"He began to sing. Fiis voice
was full and powerful, and it swelled in accompaniment to the music
to such volume that it echoed and
reechoed from every corner of the
wall, nor was it harsh and dry but
full, soft and touching. Have you
ever heard the "City of Sighs and
Tears?" That was what he sang,
and as he finished in a soft dying
whisper I saw a tear hastily flecked
from the eye of many a hardened
man or woman, from eyes which
might well have been a desert to
the casual observer. He had hardly finished, however, before the
hall was once more its real self and
the pathos of the scene was soon
forgotten in the swirling chaos of
the hall. The last I saw of that
dying genius he was sitting at an
obscure table in a remote ••orner of
the hall, sipping slowly at a glass
of red wine while his eyes seemed
to focus on some object far, far
away, something infinite that we
could not see. However, 1 shall not
soon forget."
That was one of the many cases
that are apparent in the slum today, resulting from strong drink
and other over-passionate indulgences.
The slum of today is not what it
was twenty years ago, when Tammany, the political power of that
day, let vice and penury run unchecked amongst the classes of the
East Side, then the rottenest underworld on the face of the earth.
It was not uncommon to visit one
of the old 'double-decker' tenement
houses, since done away with by
building reforms, and wilness the
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Conditions that were prevalent
there.
"There were times," writes ?dr.
Jacob Riis in his book on "The
Battle With the Slum" "when we
came to tenements of over a thousand people, where the only bath
tub in the block hung in the airshaft."
Sunlight in the living room or
the kitchen of most of the inhabitants was indeed a luxury. A police officer of a certain district was
one day commissioned to investigate the conditions of lighting in
his district. He made the investigation and reported that the tenements were sufficiently lighted.
When he was asked by what standards he judged the sufficiency of
the light he replied that, "If the
slops from the sink in the hall were
visible when spilled on the floor
there was sufficient light, but on
the other hand, if the baby could
not be seen at play in the hall unless it cried out when stepped upon
there was not light enough."
In one district where there were
not enough room in the streets for
the babies to play they were turned
loose in the halls. The loss of babies became so customary and frequent and they kept the officers so
busy investigating the owners that
officials began to get suspicious
that the babies were being lost so
that they might be fed at the station where they were taken. An order was issued that these babies
should be tagged so that the police
could return them directly to their
mothers or homes without so much
trouble.
But reform was not far off. It
was indeed coming. At a meeting
of young men on the East Side, one
of them, responding to a lecture by
Felix Adler drew the following
heart-rending picture of the condi
tions under which they existed.
"Now you go." he said, "to your

home in quiet streets where your
own wives and children wait for
you, where no harm comes to you
or them during the night, and we—
we go with our high resolves and
noble ambitions which yon have inspired in us, to our tenements
where evil lurks at every step,
where innocence is murdered in
babyhood, where mothers bemoan
the birth of a daughter as a last
misfortune, where virtue is sold into worse slavery than our fathers
ever knew, and our sisters are betrayed by paid panders; where the
name home is a bitter mockery, for
alas! we iiave none. These are the
standards to which we go from
here."
Then followed the whole amazing story of damning conspiracy
between vice and power at which
the M'hole city stood aghast, and
which was the beginning of the end
of the old Tammany. That was in
1900. At the next election of New
York City Seth Low was elected
mayor and decency and virtue
moved once more into the home of
the poor. Crocker, the corrupt
Chief of Police with all his conspiracies and schemes was exposed
by the affiliates with whom he had
for so long planned the downfall
of virtue, and profited by the 'devil's money' which was his share
of the plot for aloofness. He abdicated at the new election and left
behind such a trail of crime and
vice as has never been equally in
the annals of the criminal history
of .New York city.
One of the most degrading influences of the old slum of Chicago
and New York, as well as many
other smaller cities, was the sweat
shop. In the old days before reform
it was not unusual to find small
children, ranging from nine to fifteen years of age, at work in a
sweat shop. These poor little tots
were denied the education and oth-
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er considerations which was their
due and which is compulsory as a
part of the national law of today.
Jane Adams in her book "Twenty
Years at Hull House" tells of a
striking incident that will help
drive home to us the evils of the
sweat shop. While on a mission ol
good cheer to the slums she ran
across many boys and girls who refused the candy she offered them
as a part of the Christmas good
cheer, saying that they worked in
a candy shop where it was all that
they saw from nine in the morning
till eleven at night. During the
same winter three boys from a Hull
House club were injured at the
same machine in a certain factory,
for lack of a guard that would have
cost but a small sum of money. One
of them died on Christmas morning
as the result of his injury.
We can be thankful that we are
living in an age when police power
and reform commissions have done
away with the greater part of the
slum and its influence. Altho
there always will be slums, OT lingering traces of them in all the
large cities, still they will not divulge one-tenth of the horror of
the slum of ten or twenty years
ago. The dope traffic hae been so
attacked that it has centered itself
mainly in the slum of Chinatown
and San Francisco, and to a lesser
degree in Greater New York. Prohibition has cleansed the nation,
partially, of strong drink. Altho
it has not driven it out entirely,
the demon 'Rum', it has cut down
the whiskey traffic to a lesser degree. No matter what codes are
adopted or what measures are
passed, still Casey must have his
'whiskey straight/ Hans his foaming ale and Joe his 'Dago red.' So
let it be. It is their funeral, not
mine.

Politics of the slums have, too,
undergone a reform which will
help to make better citizens of the
future aliens who come to our beloved country to seek another
home and freedom. The big political bosses of . the underworld are,
daily ,tottering on their shaky
thrones and their days of monarchy are over. The clean sweeping
broom of reform is impartial. We,
who are so far from the slum in our
peaceful country homes with lots
of green grass and sparkling, pure
water, can do but little to aid this
reform, but we can laud and respect the efforts of those \vho have
dedicated their lives to that great
cause, that great work that has
been the salvation of many a misguided soul. They are the martyrs
of prosperity and better civilization.
Compliments of

Foods and Confections of Finest
Flavor
Beech-Nut Gum
Beech-Nut Mints
Beech-Nut Candy Drops
Beech-Nut Fruit Drops
Beech^Nut Peanut Butter
Beech-Nut Bacon
Beech-Nut Coffee
Beech-Nut Prepared Spaghetti
Beech-Nut Catsup
Beech-Nut Chili Sauce
Beech-Nut Macaroni
Beech-Nut Jams and Jellies
Beech-Nut Biscuit Dainties

Canajoharie, N. Y.

